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INTRODUCTION

During the third sem of UCA, we started with the Production 
unit, During this unit I had to take roles in different projects 
and earn points to pass the semister. There were in total 15 

roles spread in different departments.

I worked in many different roles but this production document 
is about my Individual film, ‘THE INTERACTIVE FILM”. How I 

came up with the whole idea of this project to the execution as 
a Director and Director of Photography.



DESCRIPTION
The Interactive Film is a short journey of a mentally disturbed supernatural human being. This journey 

contains his experience of his uncontroalble superpower and how he encounters different people in 
his journey that ends by him meeting his own self waiting for him at the end of the journey 

What do you mean by an interactive film. An interactive film is a movie or a short film where viewer interacts 
with the protaganist and the choices that they make. Viewers have the choice to make the decision for the 

protaganist and that would lead to certian concequences in the film.

Having done with lots of research for this film i decided to make a short demo of a large scale narrative to give 
an interactive experience to the viewer because of the limited resource and research.



REFFERENCE



A video game developed by a company based in Cambridge, A action adventure 
game, Its a journey of a broken warrior set in viking era haunted by voices in her 
head. 





I took the reference of the narrative of this game, how the character faces psycho-I took the reference of the narrative of this game, how the character faces psycho-
sis and the way  this game makes the player experinces the visualssis and the way  this game makes the player experinces the visuals



A feature film directed by Dardenne Brothers, about the struggles of a teenage girl 



Cinematography style of this film became the base of what I wanted to experiment Cinematography style of this film became the base of what I wanted to experiment 
withwith



A short film directed by Zack Snyder on a mobile phone, the film is forced prostitution 
and a fight against it.



This film gave me a reason to film my project in a mobile phone, the technical refer-This film gave me a reason to film my project in a mobile phone, the technical refer-
ence was from this particualr filmence was from this particualr film



A video game developed by Santa Monica Studio, based ona journey of a father and his 
son into a misterious forest full of mythological stories



This game became the my final puzzle peice for filming my  project in my own filming This game became the my final puzzle peice for filming my  project in my own filming 
syle. The scene cherography for my film was all inspired by the cutscenes of this game syle. The scene cherography for my film was all inspired by the cutscenes of this game 



RESEARCH



I started my research by playing gamebooks, these gave me idea of how to I started my research by playing gamebooks, these gave me idea of how to 
create branched narrative create branched narrative 







    Studying the flowchart for different video     Studying the flowchart for different video 





Continued decon-Continued decon-
structing games structing games 
and tried to get and tried to get 
something intrest-something intrest-
ing from them ing from them 



Took out my old Took out my old 
game design flow-game design flow-

charts to refresh charts to refresh 
my mind and create my mind and create 

something newsomething new



Flowchart from Flowchart from 
my own gamebook my own gamebook 

that I created in my that I created in my 
Bachelor’eBachelor’e



Blackmirror Bander-Blackmirror Bander-
snatch became my snatch became my 

reference and i start-reference and i start-
ed studying its flow-ed studying its flow-
chart as I was cre-chart as I was cre-
atigng a live action atigng a live action 

filmfilm



CINEMATOGRAPHY 
DESIGN PILLARS

After some research and deciding how to let viewer interact with the film. i eneded up deciding After some research and deciding how to let viewer interact with the film. i eneded up deciding 
to edit the film in both Premier and a game engine.  to edit the film in both Premier and a game engine.  

Premier or any video editor will allow me to do edits, sound design and color grading. A game Premier or any video editor will allow me to do edits, sound design and color grading. A game 

This decision made me create design pillars for the cine-This decision made me create design pillars for the cine-
matography for this film. The 4 pillars arematography for this film. The 4 pillars are
• • Every shot will cut with closeup so the camera goes to Every shot will cut with closeup so the camera goes to 

blackblack
• • Every shot will start with a closeup or a black screenEvery shot will start with a closeup or a black screen
• • Complete hand heldComplete hand held
• • Not going away from the main characterNot going away from the main character



NARRATIVE



CHARACTER

RAZ

Highly interlecutal character, faceing an mental issue.Highly interlecutal character, faceing an mental issue.
A character who is honarable but disturbed and manipulated by his alter egosA character who is honarable but disturbed and manipulated by his alter egos



EXPLORATION

PC: Nishant Bhokare



FINAL REF
PC: Nishant Bhokare



JOURNEY

It can be very ambitious if i try to tell story in a large scale. How can I tell a story which is not a It can be very ambitious if i try to tell story in a large scale. How can I tell a story which is not a 
complete story that follows heros journey but feels like a journeycomplete story that follows heros journey but feels like a journey

DOUBT

What if I make it like a quest just how it is in a video game. A small side quest but telling the What if I make it like a quest just how it is in a video game. A small side quest but telling the 
viewers the strugles he is going through.  viewers the strugles he is going through.  
The soulution is to tell a small tale of his moment, A mental episode where he is experienceing The soulution is to tell a small tale of his moment, A mental episode where he is experienceing 
his woen power. A journey where he is about to meet himself.his woen power. A journey where he is about to meet himself.

SOLUTION



CASTING / LOCATION



SELECTION
Its the most difficult part that I had to go through, Finding a person who is build enough Its the most difficult part that I had to go through, Finding a person who is build enough 

but also seems disturbed because of the characters mental status.but also seems disturbed because of the characters mental status.

First thing I did was posted on Mandy for the role and see how many people were in-First thing I did was posted on Mandy for the role and see how many people were in-
trested in making an experimenal project than a film. A later on shuffle throuth them.trested in making an experimenal project than a film. A later on shuffle throuth them.



BATCH 1

BATCH 2



These were good but they did These were good but they did 
not have that charm that I was not have that charm that I was 

looking forlooking for



FINAL SELECTION



Danniel Jackson
age - 22

location - Cambriage
charming

can look psycho if needed



CATHEDRALL

WHY

Spiritual
Sense of morality



GUILDFORD 
CATHEDRAL



RECCE PICTURES



FLOWCHART



BOTTLENECK NARRATIVE

A complete branched narrative would be monster to film, to give a sense of choice and 
being little smart I planned to make a bottleneck narrative, where the choices comes 

to the same point at the end



MY SPACE DURING BRAINSTORM



FINAL FLOWCHART





STORYBOARD



Because of the decision of using handheld and a mobile phone to shot the film there was no 
possible way for me to make storyboard for the entire film. So the storyboard was made only 
for the intro sequence and rest was up to my scene choreography to figure the camera move-
ments out



SCENE CHOREOGRAPHY



Once the interactive script was 
locked, as a DOP I broke it down into 
fragments as it was a one scene but 
with various interaction and actions. 
Becuse of it being shot on a phone 
and wanted to make it feel like one 
shot I choreographed each scene and 
and made camera movement plans 





















Next was to create the camera movement 
like a dance sequence to give me and my 
actors, sound recordist an idea of how the 

movement and story will flow



Camera Movements



Camera Movements



SHOTLIST



Shot List with each 
path colorcoded to 
remind me of which 
path is I was filming





EXECUTION















CONCLUSION













THE  END


